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T^/Z/S DICTIONARY is intended to provide a brief, quick, easy source of reference for those who 
ivi&h to interpret and understand statements by representatives of the Government* Its purpose 

is to introduce some clarity into the welter of confusion that prevails because of a breakdown in the 
essential lines of communication. When words are deprived of their geTterally recognised meaning it 
is imperative that they be re-defined. 

FIRST INSTALMENT 
Abolition, as in "abolition of passes": Intro- Education as in "Bantu education": tuition to 

duction of reference books which it is compulsory ensure that Africans know their place in life, 
for African men and women to carry a t all Extension, as in "Extension of Universities": 
times. 

Apartheid: archaic, no longer traditional, see 
Separate development. 

Border, as in "Border Industries": a dividing 
line which itself may have a width of 40 or more 
miles, a demarcation made valid by simple pro
clamation, not to be confused with recognised, 
geographical boundaries. 

Decentralisation: proclamation of existing inr 
dustrial areas as "border industries." 

Development, as in "Separate development"; 
restriction to inadequate homelands, restriction 
of labour market, restriction of avenues of em
ployment, restriction to special prescribed school 
syllabi* 

removal of rights of non-whites to attend open 
universities. 

Equal, as in "separate but equal"; dispropor
tionate land apportionment, disproportionate al
lo tment of national income, disproportionate 
educational facilities, disproportionate taxation, 
disproportionate civic facilities. 

Fraud: That which is perpetrated on a gullible 
public by a brilliiant and calculated abuse of the 
written and spoken word. 

Humanism: always qualified as sickly, unheal
thy quality of being human, unhealthy devotion 
to human interests, unhealthy concern with the 
welfare of the human race, unhealthy facet of 
Western civilisation — see "liberalism." 

To be continued. 
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